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Summer Shadow
Halloween Flower

Card

ard Measurements:  

Blackberry Bliss cs card base - 11" x 4 1/4" scored 5 1/2".  

Basic Black cs panel layer - 5 3/8" x 4 1/8".  

Beautifully Penned DSP panel - 5 1/4"x 4" plus two 1/2" x 4" strips.  

Basic Gray cs large leaves, large leaf outlines & small leaves - die cut 2 large leaves, 2 large

leaf outlines, and 4 small leaves with the Summer Shadows dies.  

Blackberry Bliss cs large flower, medium flowers - die cut 1 large flower and 2 medium

flowers.  

Basic White cs sentiment panel - fussy cut (about 3/8" x 2 1/4")  

Basic Black cs sentiment panel layer - fussy cut (1/2" x 2 3/8").  

Basic White cs inside panel - 5 1/8" x 3 7/8".  

Metallic Mesh ribbon  

Blackberry Bliss Striped ribbon  

DSP = Designer Series Paper  

cs = cardstock

Supplies needed:

Frightfully Cute Cling Stamp

Set

[156487 ]

$19.00

Blackberry Bliss Classic

Stampin' Pad

[147092 ]

$7.50

Beautifully Penned 12" X 12"

(30.5 X 30.5 Cm) Designer

Series Paper

[156630 ]

$0.00

Basic Black 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[121045 ]

$8.75

Blackberry Bliss 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[133675 ]

$8.75
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Basic White 8 1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[159276 ]

$9.75

Basic Gray 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[121044 ]

$8.75

Stampin' Cut & Emboss

Machine

[149653 ]

$120.00

Summer Shadows Dies

[156618 ]

$0.00

Paper Trimmer

[152392 ]

$25.00

Paper Snips

[103579 ]

$10.00

Bone Folder

[102300 ]

$7.00

Take Your Pick

[144107 ]

$10.00

Metallic Mesh Ribbon

[153550 ]

$8.00

Blackberry Bliss Striped

Ribbon

[154569 ]

$7.00

Matte Black Dots

[154284 ]

$7.00

Stampin' Seal

[152813 ]

$8.00

Mini Glue Dots

[103683 ]

$5.25

Black Stampin' Dimensionals

Combo Pack

[150893 ]

$6.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue

[110755 ]

$4.00

Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Blackberry Bliss cs card base. Cut a Basic Black cs panel and a

Beautifully Penned DSP panel. Glue the panels together and then wrap the panels with

a Metallic Mesh ribbon using Stampin' Seal to secure the ends on the back of the

panel. Glue the wrapped panels to the card base.
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2. Die cut a Blackberry Bliss cs large flower, two Blackberry Bliss medium flowers, one

Basic Black cs large flower outline, two Basic Black cs medium flower outlines, two

large Basic Gray cs leaves, two large Basic Gray cs leaf outlines, and four small Basic

Gray cs leaves with the Summer Shadows dies. Use glue to build the flowers and

leaves. Use glue dots and Black Stampin' Dimensionals to build the floral bouquet and

attach it to the card front overlapping the Metallic Mesh ribbon.

3. Stamp the sentiment from the Frightfully Cute stamp set in Blackberry Bliss ink on

Basic White cs and fussy cut it out with paper snips. Glue the sentiment panel to

Blackberry Bliss cs and fussy cut the sentiment panel layer with paper snips. Use Mini

Black Stampin' Dimensionals and glue to add the sentiment panels to the center le�

side of the card front overlapping the wrapped ribbon and flower bouquet. Add Matte

Black Dots to the card front. I also added a small Blackberry Bliss Striped ribbon bow

(retired) under the sentiment panel.

4. Don't forget to add a Basic White cs inside panel to write your message. Stamp the

sentiment from the Frightfully Cute stamp set in Blackberry Bliss ink and add a strip of

DSP to the inside and back of the card to pull the theme through.


